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ELEMENTARY LABORATORY, 1893. This space is now Levels 5 and 6. 



PROGRAM 

Welcome by Marianne Scott, Director of Libraries 

Remarks and Acknowledgments by David Johnston, Principal 

Formal Opening of the Library by Mr. and Mrs. David Stewart, 
Macdonald Stewart Foundation 

Response and Presentation by His Honour Chief Judge Alan B. Gold, Chairman of the 
Board of Governors 

Presentation of the Two Millionth Volume to the University Libraries' Collections 

Response and Appreciation by Conrad Harrington, Chancellor 

Following the Program, refreshment will be available in Room 602. Library staff will be present 
on all floors to receive those who wish to tour the building. 

Guests are invited to visit The Mossman Collection on the History of Science and of Ideas 
in room 513. 
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MACDONALD PHYSICS BUILDING 

The Macdonald Physics Building was formally opened on February 24, 1893, by His 
Excellency, the Governor General of Canada, Lord Stanley. The physical laboratories were 
reputed to be the finest in North America, thanks to the "everything of the best" philosophy 
of benefactor William C. Macdonald. 

Built in the Romanesque style, of Montreal limestone lined with pressed brick, all brick 
edges being rounded, the building is the work of A.P. Taylor, Architect. The walls are three 
feet thick at the base, and the woodwork is of quartered oak. Of special note is the Entrance 
Hall, with its sandstone fireplace. 

During theyears 1898-1907, Ernest Rutherford, the second Macdonald Professor of 
Physics, with the benefit of a liquid-air machine also presented by Macdonald, pursued in 
this building those successful experiments which were to win for him the Nobel Prize. On 
January 8, 1945, it was in this building that Principal F. Cyril James welcomed the first class 
of veterans to campus. 

The Macdonald Physics Building has been completely renovated by the firm of Desnoyers, 
Mercure. Brick, sandstone and woodwork were restored. Almost everything else in the 
building is new, including the floors and roof. 

PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING LIBRARY 

The program for the opening of the Macdonald Engineering Building and the Macdonald 
Physics Building in 1893 shows photographs of a library in each building. Unfortunately, 
records of the development of these libraries over the next half-century are virtually nil. 

One significant event, however, was the endowment of the Baillie Library of Chemistry in 
1922 by John Baillie as a memorial to his son George, a McGill chemistry student killed in 
the war. Further support for this library in later years was given by George's brother Archie. 

In 1951, when the Physical Sciences Centre opened, three libraries occupied adjacent rooms 
-the Norman Shaw Library of Physics, the Baillie Library of Chemistry, and the Geology, 
Metallurgy, and Mining Library. In the late 1960's, these three libraries were combined to 
form the Physical Sciences Library. The Engineering Library remained for 88 years in the 
Macdonald Engineering Building. 



Now, ia1982, these two libraries have been merged in the renovated Macdonald Physics 
Building. Seating capacity has been doubled, the study environment has been improved 
immeasurably, and stacks capacity permits the return to the collection of a great number of 
volumes which had been sent to the McLennan Library stacks years ago due to lack of space 
in the old libraries. 

As especially fine mementos of these former libraries, your attention is directed to the newly 
refinished large ashwood tables in the Mossman Collection room, which had collected initials 
in the Engineering Library for at least 64 years; and to the fine portrait of George Irvine 
Baillie [n the corridor on Level4, which had been the pride of the Physical Sciences Library 
since its beginnings. 

THE COLLECTIONS OF THE McGILL UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 

In 1855, the Board of Governors set aside funds for the purchase of books in classics, 
history, philosophy, and science, and these were housed at first in the original Burnside Hall. 
Seven years later, the Library moved to Molson Hall. In 1893, the Redpath Library was 
opened, and it remained the main library until the McLennan Library was completed in 
1969. Meanwhile, a large number of departmental and faculty collections developed. Today, 
there are 24 units to the McGill University Libraries. 

The one millionth volume was added to the Libraries' collections in 1966. The second 
million volumes were added in the subsequent 15 years. 



DAVID MACDONALD STEWART C.M ., K.St.J ., K.L.J., F.R.S.A., 
F.H .S.(C) , Hon. LLD. (Acadia), 
Hon. LL.D: (McGill) , Hon. D.B.A. (Moncton) 

David and Liliane Stewart have maintained and developed the family tradition for 
philanthropy started by Sir William Macdonald in the 1890's when he made the first of his 
many magnificent gifts to McGill to build this building in 1893, the Macdonald Physics 
Building. 

This tradition was continued by Mr. and Mrs. Waiter M. Stewart who generously supported a 
number of projects at Macdonald College and McGill University throughout their lives. 

In recent years, the Macdonald Stewart Foundation, presided over by David Stewart, has not 
only continued the family's deep interest in McGill and Macdonald College but has also 
supported, generously, Medical Research, Education, the Arts in many Museums and Art 
Galleries and Heritage Projects throughout Canada, France and Italy. 

A man of tremendous energy, he serves as Honorary Colonel for The Queen's York Rangers 
(1st American Regiment) and The Old 78th Fraser Highlanders and is a member of the 
Board of Governors of the University of Montreal and the Hotel Dieu of Montreal. Mr. 
David Stew art is a leading Canadian citizen and happily a staunch friend of McGill 
University. 



THE TWO MILLIONTH VOLUME 

Harrison, John Cyril. The birds of prey of the British Islands. Illustrated by J .C. Harrison, and 
descriptive text by David Evans. Published by D. Evans, Warminster,England, 1980. 
Edition limited to 275 copies, each signed by the artist. Contains 20 mounted colour plates 
and a number of sketches of birds. 

Donated by Mr. David Lank, Wildlife Art Historian and Director of McGill Associates. 
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Reference Area and Information Desk, 1982 



THE MOSSMAN COLLECTION 

Dr. Donald D. Mossman graduated from McGill University in 1923. He received his 
doctorate from Columbia University, and served on the staff of Hunter College throughout 

his career. 

Although Dr. Mossman is an organic chemist, his interests are much broader. An avid 
reader, he collected a large personal library which he donated to McGill University, as The 
Donald D~ and Dorothea R. Mossman Collection on the History of Sciences and of Ideas. 
Dr. Mossman has contributed generously toward the acquisition of further materials for the 
Collection. This year, he arranged an endowment not only to perpetuate the development of 
the Collection but also to inaugurate a lecture series in the History of Science. 

Study Area, Level 4, 1982 



Original Entrance Hall, Macdonald Physics Building (front cover) 
View of Macdonald Physics Building from campus (back cover) 
Sketches by John Zacharias, 1982 
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